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Introduction / Getting Started

Introduction
Core Impact is the only solution that empowers you to replicate multi-staged attacks that
pivot across systems, devices and applications, revealing how chains of exploitable
vulnerabilities open paths to your organization’s mission-critical systems and data.

A penetration-test (or security assessment) is the process of actively evaluating your
information security measures. Information systems will be tested to find any security
issues, as opposed to a paper-based audit.

From a business perspective, penetration testing helps safeguard an organization against
failure, through:

l Preventing financial loss through fraud (i.e. hackers, extortionists and disgruntled
employees) or through lost revenue due to unreliable business systems and
processes.

l Protecting your brand by avoiding loss of consumer confidence and business
reputation.

l Proving due diligence and compliance to your industry regulators, customers and
shareholders. Non-compliance can result in losing business, receiving heavy fines,
gathering bad PR or ultimately failing. At a personal level it can also mean the loss of
your job, prosecution and sometimes even imprisonment.

From an operational perspective, penetration testing helps shape information security
strategy through identifying vulnerabilities and quantifying their impact and likelihood so
that they can be managed proactively; budget can be allocated and corrective measures
implemented.

Getting Started
Prior to performing a penetration test it is important to define the goals and the constraints
of the penetration test. These should be understood by both the person/team performing
the penetration test and the business unit/point of contact that approves the test.

Goal Definition
Prior to performing a test it is important to have a goal defined for the test. This will help
ensure you both know when the test is finished and determine how to treat the results of the
test.

Common goals for a penetration test of a network are:
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l Meeting a compliance/regulatory requirement
l Determining if a specific network or machine is accessible from a particular zone
(i.e. the guest network or the Internet)

l Determining if any exploitable vulnerabilities exist on a specific machine or set of
machines

l Perform test from a random network location, time and track response from security
team to detect and isolate the attacking machine

Testing Constraints
While the typical attacker is not assumed to have any constraints regarding the actions that
can be performed, the internal tester is often required to work within specific constraints.
These constraints are typically to minimize risk (real or perceived) associated with the
Penetration Test and to define how much time the tester has to conduct the test.

Common Constraints of a Penetration Test are:

l Services cannot be intentionally brought down
l Services may not be disrupted at all
l Testing may only be performed during maintenance window or during non-
production hours

l Testing must be completed by a specific date
l Specific (critical) hosts cannot be targeted

When agreeing to the constraints imposed by the business, it is important to ensure the
business understands how the constraints reduce the effectiveness of a Test. An attacker
may spend weeks or months accessing an environment and waiting for a suitable new
vulnerability to be discovered before exploiting the window of time for an organization
between the announcement of a vulnerability and the release of a patch.

Notification
While attackers do not have the courtesy of notifying network and system owners of their
attacks it is common practice to notify internal groups of upcoming security assessments.
This could be a simple notification of the window of time the testing will take place or a
detailed overview of the scope of the test.

While there is a risk that system owners may turn off known vulnerable systems or services
prior to the test or block the tester's IP, it is better to try and build a cooperative relationship
with business owners. It should be a tester's goal to help educate business owners of the
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value of frequent security testing as well as the benefits that the resulting improved security
can have for their systems.

Methodology
Core Impact uses a built-in testing methodology known as the Rapid Penetration Test or
RPT. The RPT is based on years of manual security assessments and the experience that
brings. It is designed to guide the operator through the steps of a security assessment from
Information Gathering to exploitation, post exploitation and reporting.

To learn more about security assessment methodology visit the site of the Penetration
Testing Execution Standard - http://www.pentest-standard.org
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Network Testing / Network Risk Assessment Testing

Network Testing
Core Impact allows you to perform a variety of tests on your networked systems.

What kind of Network test do you want to perform?

l Risk Assessment
l Vulnerability Scanner Validation

Network Risk Assessment Testing
Your organization's servers and workstations make up the backbone of your IT
infrastructure and house some of its most important information assets. Perimeter
defenses offer these systems a level of protection, but no defensive application is 100%
impervious to attack. It is therefore critical to proactively test your organization's ability to
detect, prevent and respond to network threats.

Performing a Network Risk Assessment test with Core Impact’s RPT enables you to quickly
determine the risk present in your environment and priorities the remediation.

The RPT is divided into the following steps - click one to learn more about how to execute
the step:

1. Network Information Gathering
2. Network Attack and Penetration
3. Local Information Gathering
4. Privilege Escalation
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5. Clean Up
6. Network Report Generation

Information Gathering
The Information Gathering step provides you with information about a target network or
individual machine. This step is typically accomplished by executing modules from the
Information Gathering sub-category such as Network Discovery, Port Scanning, OS
Identification, and Service Identification.

NOTE:
Before running Network Attack and Penetration, you should know the IP address(es) of
the system(s) you want the penetration test to target, and you should have permission
to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running Information Gathering. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Information Gathering to open up the Information Gathering Wizard, then

click Next to continue.
3. Select Use Core Impact to perform Information Gathering against the target IP

addresses. Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

You would use this option when you already know the IP address(es) of one
or more systems that you want to target in the penetration test.

WHAT ELSE?

You would choose Use Nmap to perform Information Gathering against the
target IP addresses if you want Nmap to do the information gathering. You
would use the Import data from results of 3rd Party Scanner option when
you have output data from a vulnerability scanner, and you want Core Impact
to use the results of that scan to determine which systems to target in the
penetration test.

4. Select IP Version 4. Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

You use this option when the systems you want to target use IPv4 as their
communication method.

WHAT ELSE?

You would use the IP Version 6 option when your target systems are actively
using IPv6.

5. Type in the target IP address(es) you want to scan. Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

This field tells Core Impact which machine(s) you want to target in the
penetration test.

WHAT ELSE?

You can also click on the ellipsis (...) button to the right of the Network range
field to enter a Single IP, an IP Range, or CIDR Notation, as well as import a
group of IP addresses from a file in the IP Address Ranges Selection dialog
box.

6. Select Detailed as the Network Scan Type. Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

The DETAILED setting runs more modules in order to discover additional,
potentially useful details about target systems.

WHAT ELSE?

There are 3 network scan types you can perform:
l FAST: The test captures the minimal amount of data needed in order to
launch attacks.

l DETAILED: The test runs more modules in order to discover additional,
potentially useful details about target systems.

l CUSTOM: You configure how Core Impact will execute the Information
Gathering process.

7. Select Check for Network Exposures and leave Perform camera information
gathering checked. Then click Finish to start the Information Gathering step of the
RPT.

WHY?

Core Impact can detect whether any systems in the targeted range are
security cameras. If identified, these can then be tested for possibly
vulnerabilities. See the User Guide for more details. The RPT can also check
for Exposures in targeted hosts. An information security exposure is a
system configuration issue or a mistake in software that allows access to
information or capabilities that can be used by a hacker as a stepping-stone
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into a system or network. Whereas an information security vulnerability is a
mistake in software that can be directly used by a hacker to gain access to a
system or network (see http://cve.mitre.org).

After starting Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Information Gathering has completed:

If your target systems have been successfully found by Core Impact, you will see
the systems listed in the Hosts tab of the Entity database. You can then run the
Network Attack and Penetration step of the RPT, which will attempt to exploit any
weaknesses in the systems.

Network Attack and Penetration
The Network Attack and Penetration RPT step uses previously-acquired information about
the network (such as the information you gathered using the Network Information Gathering
step) to automatically select and launch remote attacks.

NOTE:
Before running Network Attack and Penetration, you should know the IP address(es) of
the system(s) you want the penetration test to target, and you should have permission
to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running Network Attack and Penetration. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Network Attack and Penetration:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Network Attack and Penetration to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.

3. Click the ellipsis button next to the Targets field.
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WHY?

This will open the Entities Selection window from which you can select
which system(s) you want to target.

4. In the Entities Selection window, select the host(s) that you wish to target with the
Attack and Penetration, then click Ok. Only hosts that are represented in the Entity
View can be targeted.

WHY?

The host(s) that you check on this screen will be targeted by the Network
Attack and Penetration.
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WHAT ELSE?

You can manually add a new host at this stage by right-clicking on the Hosts
folder, then selecting New. Then enter the host details.

5. On the Target Selection step of the wizard, click Next to continue.

6. In the Attack Method window, leave the default selections, then click Next to
continue.
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WHY?

The Launch Exploit modules to identify code execution vulnerabilities will
instruct the Attack and Penetration to attempt to find vulnerabilities in the
target hosts' OS or any installed programs.

WHAT ELSE?

Select Launch Identity modules to identify authentication weaknesses if
you want the Attack and Penetration to attempt to gather identities
(usernames/passwords or other credentials) from the target host(s).

7. On the Exploit Selection window, leave the default selections and click Next to
continue.

WHY?

These options determine which exploits will be used during the attack as
well as some specific behavior parameters.

WHAT ELSE?

l Some exploits could potentially leave a target service unavailable.
These exploits can be excluded from this test by unchecking the Use
exploits that might leave a service unavailable check-box.

l Check the Stop launching new exploits after an agent is deployed
check-box if you want the attack to stop after the first agent is
deployed. When more than one exploit are running concurrently against
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a host, they will be allowed to complete even after an agent is
deployed. Because of this, more than one agent may be installed even
when this option is checked.

l Some exploits could take a long time to exploit a specific server, due to
a long brute-force process. These exploits can be excluded from this
step by unchecking the Use exploits that take a long time to run
check-box.

l If you want to attempt to penetrate any Network Devices that are
among your targets, you can check the Use Authentication Weakness
exploits against Network Devices check-box.

8. In the Order of Exploit Execution window, select how exploits are prioritized during
the Attack and Penetration. Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

l Release Date: Exploits are sorted by the disclosure date of the
vulnerability they target.

l Speed: Exploits that require on average the fewest number of attempts
are run first.

l Privilege Level: Exploits that deploy an agent with administrator
privileges are run first.

l Chance of Leaving a Service Unavailable: Exploits that might leave the
target service unavailable are run first. This option will not be visible if
you did not select the Use exploits that might leave a service
unavailable option in the previous step.
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WHAT ELSE?

Each of the Order of exploit execution options operate at the port and
service level of targeted hosts. Because port and service level attacks run in
parallel, it may appear that your selection is not given priority over the
others. For example, if you select Speed as the primary order attribute, a
slow-running exploit may still run before fast ones if it is the only applicable
exploit for a specific service on the target host.

9. In the Exploits - Communication Parameters window, leave the Connection Method
and TCP port as the default values, then click Next to continue.

WHY?

The host(s) that you check on this screen will be targeted by the Network
Attack and Penetration.

WHAT ELSE?

The connection method can be one of the following:
l Default: The connection method will be determined by each individual
exploit's default connection method.

l Connect to target: A connection will originate from the source agent
(usually Core Impact).

l Connect from target: A connection will originate from the remote agent
on the target host.
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l Reuse connection: The agent will reuse the same connection that was
used to deliver the attack.

NOTE:
Only exploits with the specified connection method will be run (if you
select "Reuse connection", only exploits with that capability will be
selected). Set the port where the agent will listen by either checking the
Use a random port check-box or entering the preferred agent port in the
Use specific port field.

10. In the Exploits - Agent Expiration Parameters window, leave the Agent Expiration as
the default, then click Next to continue.

WHY?

For deployed agents, you can set when the agents should expire.

WHAT ELSE?

You can disable Agent Expiration or set a specific time (in days, weeks or
months) when the agent(s) should expire.

11. On the Exploitation Actions window, click Finish to continue.
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WHY?

If you want any modules to run as soon as an agent is connected, check the
Automatically run modules on agents as they are deployed check-box. Then
click the Change... button to select the module you wish to run.

After starting Network Attack and Penetration:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Network Attack and Penetration has completed:

If your target systems have been successfully penetrated by Core Impact, you will
see the new agent(s) under your systems listed in the Hosts tab of the Entity
database. You can then run the Network Local Information Gathering step of the
RPT, which will attempt to gather additional data from the penetrated systems.
Once any vulnerabilities have been found and addressed, you can run the
Remediation Validator to verify that vulnerabilities have been fixed.

Local Information Gathering
The Local Information Gathering step collects information about hosts that have an agent
deployed on them. This macro uses the deployed agent to interact with the compromised
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host and gather information such as precise OS information, agent privileges, users and
installed applications.

NOTE:
Before running Local Information Gathering , you should have active agents on one or
more host targets and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Local Information Gathering. Hover over the images
and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Local Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Local Information Gathering to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
3. On the Agent Selection step of the Wizard, click Next to continue.

WHY?

By default, information will be gathered on all connected agents.

WHAT ELSE?

To select one or more specific agents, click the Selected agents radio button

and then click the ellipsis button next to the Selected agents field.
Follow the prompts to select your desired agents.
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4. In the Modules to Run window, leave the default selections and click Finish to
continue.

WHY?

The RPT will attempt to gather information in the provided categories.

WHAT ELSE?

You can manually check/uncheck categories based on your testing
requirements.

After starting Local Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Local Information Gathering has completed:

If additional information has been gathered by the RPT, you will be able to view the
data in the Entity Properties of the target(s). You can then run the Privilege
Escalation step of the RPT, which will attempt to use the gathered data to gain
privileges on the penetrated systems.

Privilege Escalation
The Privilege Escalation step executes local privilege escalation attacks on connected
agents not running as the super user or the administrator. This macro automatically selects
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and executes exploits from the Exploits/Local module folder and some modules from the
Exploits/ Tools folder, such as Revert To Self or Chroot Breaker.

NOTE:
Before running Privilege Escalation , you should have active agents on one or more host
targets and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Privilege Escalation. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Privilege Escalation:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Privilege Escalation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. On the Agent Selection step of the Wizard, click Next to continue.

WHY?

By default, information will be gathered on all connected agents.

WHAT ELSE?

To select one or more specific agents, click the Selected agents radio button
and then click the ellipsis button next to the Selected agents field.
Follow the prompts to select your desired agents.
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4. In the Exploits Selection window, leave the default selections and click Next to
continue.

WHY?

For each target host, this macro selects relevant attacks from the
Exploits/Local Module folder based on the target's platform. The default
selections on the Exploit selection screen are intended to minimize the risk
of exploits leaving services unavailable.

WHAT ELSE?

For a more aggressive attack strategy or for better performance, check or
uncheck the appropriate check-boxes.

5. In the Exploits Configuration window, leave the default selections and click Finish to
continue.
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WHY?

If Privilege Escalation succeeds in deploying an Agent, it can automatically
execute a Module of your choosing.

WHAT ELSE?

You could configure the Privilege Escalation test to automatically run a
specific Module if an Agent is installed.

After starting Privilege Escalation:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Privilege Escalation has completed:

You may want to run the Local Information Gathering step (again) to obtain more
information from the compromised hosts. If an in-depth penetration test is being
performed (and depending on the target network's topology), it is possible to
change the current source agent and cycle back to the Information Gathering step.

Clean Up
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The Network Clean Up step automatically uninstalls all currently-connected agent(s) that
resulted from your Network penetration testing.

NOTE:
Before running Clean Up, you should have active agents on one or more host targets
and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Clean Up.

To run Clean Up:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Clean Up to open up the Wizard, then click Finish to continue.

After starting Clean Up:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Clean Up has completed:

Any agents that were installed on target systems will be removed.

Network Report Generation
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The Network Report Generation step allows you to automatically generate robust system
reports by processing information collected about the target systems and the different
penetration tests you have performed.

Below are the basic steps to running Network Report Generation. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Report Generation:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Click on Network Report Generation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
3. Select the Report you wish to run, then click Finish to continue.

After Network Report Generation has completed:

The report window will open, from which you can view, print, or export the report.

Vulnerability Scanner Validation

Overview

A vulnerability management strategy typically involves multiple steps:
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1. Scanning the target systems
2. Identifying which potential vulnerability poses a true risk to the environment
3. Determining the scope of that risk
4. Prioritizing the remediation efforts
5. Re-testing to ensure the remediation was effective

Using Core Impact, you can import the results of a network vulnerability scan and determine
which potential threats can be leveraged to expose true risk to data and system integrity via
the networked hosts application.

Getting Started

To execute a Network Vulnerability Scanner Validation, follow the steps outlined here.

Vulnerability Scanner Validator
If you use a third-party tool to run vulnerability scans against your information systems, you
can feed the output from that tool into Core Impact's Vulnerability Scanner Validator. Core
Impact will evaluate the scan's output and provide you with a prioritized validation of your
system's weaknesses.

NOTE:
Before running Vulnerability Scanner Validator, you will need to have the output file from
a supported third-party vulnerability scanner. A list of supported scanners is shown as
you begin the test

Below are the basic steps to running the Vulnerability Scanner Validator wizard. Hover over
the images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each
step.

To run the Vulnerability Scanner Validator:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Under the One-Step heading, click on Vulnerability Scanner Validator to open up the

wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. Select the third-party scanner from which you have an output file: Frontline,

beSECURE or Other.
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Select one of the three available options and press Next to continue.
l Frontline will prompt for an API Token
Visit https://digitaldefense.com/platform/frontline-vm/ for more information
related to FrontlineVM.

l beSECURE will request an import file
Visit https://beyondsecurity.com/solutions/besecure.html for more
information related to beSECURE.

l Other will present the following panel:

Select one of the three available options and press Next to continue.
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WHY?

This option tells Core Impact which scanner from which your data
originated.

4. Browse to the scanner's output file or enter the details of the scanner's database.
Then click Finish to start the Vulnerability Scanner Validator.

WHY?

The output format you are importing is dependent on the Vulnerability
Scanner you selected in the previous step.

WHAT ELSE?

Some scanners export their results to a file while others require you to
access their data directly from the scanner's database.

After starting the Vulnerability Scanner Validator:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.
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After the Vulnerability Scanner Validator has completed:

If your target systems have been successfully found by Core Impact, you will see
the systems listed in the Hosts tab of the Entity database. You can then run the
Network Attack and Penetration step of the RPT, which will attempt to exploit any
weaknesses in the systems. Following that test, you can run the Remediation
Validator to verify that vulnerabilities have been fixed.

Remediation Validator

Overview

A vulnerability management strategy typically involves multiple steps:

1. Scanning the target systems
2. Identifying which potential vulnerability poses a true risk to the environment
3. Determining the scope of that risk
4. Prioritizing the remediation efforts
5. Re-testing to ensure the remediation was effective

Using Core Impact's Remediation Validator, you can easily re-test hosts that had been
identified as vulnerable, ensuring that remediation steps have been effective.

Getting Started

To execute a Network Remediation Validator test, follow the steps outlined here.

Remediation Validator Test
Core Impact's Remediation Validator test allows you to target one or more hosts in order to
evaluate the success of remediation actions. If you identify vulnerabilities in a host, and
those vulnerabilities are addressed, you can run the Remediation Validator to make sure
that the remediation was successful.

NOTE:
Before running the Remediation Validator, you should know the IP address(es) of the
system(s) you want the penetration test to target, and you should have permission to do
so.
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Below are the basic steps to running the Remediation Validator wizard. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run the Remediation Validator:

1. Make sure that the Network RPT is active.
2. Under the One-Step heading, click on Remediation Validator to open up the wizard,

then click Next to continue.
3. In the Target Selection step, click the ellipsis button next to the Targets field

and select the target(s) against which you want to run the Remediation Validator.
Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

This will open the Entities Selection window from which you can select
which host(s) you want to target. These hosts should be ones that have
previously been successfully exploited and have since had their
vulnerabilities remediated.

4. Click Finish to start the Remediation Validator.
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WHAT ELSE?

Select the Consider vulnerabilities as solved ... option if you want Core
Impact to mark vulnerabilities as "solved" (and not "indeterminate") when the
original attack patch can not be used.

After starting the Remediation Validator:

Core Impact will execute the same exploits that it used to originally penetrate the
host(s). You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the
process - each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete
the overall process.

After the Remediation Validator has completed:

Run the Remediation Validation Report to view a detailed report on the post-
remediation test.
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Client-side Testing
Core Impact allows you to simulate a social engineering attack by sending email to your
community of users. The tests can be tailored by you to appear legitimate but will initiate an
attack on any user's PC should they follow an action prompted by the email contents. You
can perform an Exploit-based test where Core Impact uses vulnerabilities in the user's
system to install an agent. Or you can perform a Phishing-based test in which users are
asked to click a link in the email that sends them to a fake web site where they might insert
sensitive data.

What kind of Client-side test do you want to perform?

l Exploit-based Test
l Phishing-based Test
l Workstation Test

Exploit-based Client-side Tests

Overview

Including exploits in a Client-side test not only tests the end users but also the protective
systems on the users’ machine. Used in a holistic test, a Client-side exploit-based test can
be the first foothold that allows the test to move into the environment and pivot to a
network test from a user’s compromised workstation.

Getting Started
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The RPT is divided into the following steps - click one to learn more about how to execute
the step:

1. Information Gathering
2. Attack Phase: Attack and Penetration
3. Local Information Gathering
4. Privilege Escalation
5. Clean Up
6. Client-side Report Generation

Client-side Information Gathering
Using the Client-side Information Gathering wizard, you can harvest email addresses that
are visible from the Internet or your intranet. Harvesting email addresses from your
registered domain in the Internet gives you a good idea of your end-users' exposure to
identification by external attackers.

Below are the basic steps to running Client-side Information Gathering. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Client-side Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Client-side Information Gathering to open up the Information Gathering

Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. Set discovery method to Search engines. Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

The Search Engines setting uses Google or Bing search engines to locate
email addresses in public on-line records. An attacker might use the exact
same method to locate target email addresses.

WHAT ELSE?

l Search in PGP, DNS and WHOIS uses Public Internet Databases to
locate email addresses.

l Crawl Web Site to can search within a specific web site to explore for
email addresses or documents.

l Import from file: Select this option if you have a local file that contains
your target email addresses.

l LinkedIn: Select this option to have CORE Impact search through the
web site LinkedIn to locate users for a specific company. If you select
this option, you can further configure it in a subsequent step of the
wizard.

4. Enter the domain(s) for which you want to discover email addresses. For example, if
you enter company.com, the crawler will search for an record all email addresses it
finds that end in @company.com. Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

For example, if you enter company.com, the crawler will search for and
record all email addresses it finds that end in @company.com.
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5. Leave the default settings on the Web Crawling and Search Engines Options step.
Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

These options dictate the scope and depth of the Information Gathering
step.

WHAT ELSE?

l Set a Max. link depth to crawl to prevent the crawler for navigating too
deeply into a site.

l Set the Max. number of pages the crawler should process to further
limit the reach of the crawler by number of pages.

l Set the Max. web resource download size to limit the crawler by
amount of content (in Kb).

l Set the Max. number of results from Google to process.
l Set the Max. number of results from Bing to process.

6. Leave the default settings on the Client-side Information Gathering Setup step.
Then click Finish to start the Information Gathering step of the RPT.
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WHY?

These options will present additional settings for the RPT.

WHAT ELSE?

l Search for metadata inside Microsoft Office and PDF documents:
With this option, Core Impact will scan the metadata of any found
documents and record any pertinent data such as the path the file was
saved to, the original document author, etc.

l HTTP Proxy options will allow you to configure a Proxy server if one is
required for your network access

After starting Client-side Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Client-side Information Gathering has completed:

If Core Impact, the Module Output pane will display the step's findings. Click to the
Client Side tab of the Entity View to see the new email addresses that were found
by the module. You can then run the Client-side Attack and Penetration or Client-
side Phishing step of the RPT.
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Client-side Attack Attack and Penetration
Using the Client-side Attack and Penetration wizard, you can execute an exploit-based test
on your email users.

NOTE:
Before running Client-side Attack and Penetration , you should know the email
addresses of the users you want the penetration test to target, and you should have
permission to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running Client-side Attack and Penetration. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run an exploit-based Client-side Attack and Penetration:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Attack and Penetration under Attack Phase to open up the Attack and

Penetration Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. Leave the default setting of Single Exploit Attack on the Attack Type Selection step.

Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

This option will send 1 attack in an email to your targets.
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WHAT ELSE?

The Multiple exploits attack option will send several different attacks via
email to your targets.

4. Leave the default setting of Web Browser on the Targeting with Single Exploit step.
Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

These attacks take advantage of web browser vulnerabilities or web browser
plug-ins. The email recipient must click on a link that opens a web page
which will be pre-established by Core Impact to launch an attack against the
user's system.

WHAT ELSE?

You can select other methods to use a single exploit in the Client-side Attack
and Penetration:

l Mail Client: These exploits take advantage of vulnerabilities in the
recipient's email client software. If you choose Mail Client, click the
Next button to configure the Exploit Selection Method.

l Attach: These attacks require that an attachment be opened by the
email recipient. The attachment will be pre-designed to exploit
vulnerabilities in a third party application. If you choose Attach, click
the Next button to configure the Exploit Selection Method.
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l Trojan: These involve attaching an agent to the email. If a user
executes the attachment, the agent is deployed on their machine.

5. Leave the default setting of Exploit List on the Exploit selection method step and
click the Change button to select a specific exploit for the test to use. Then click
Next to continue.

WHY?

These attacks take advantage of web browser vulnerabilities or web browser
plug-ins. The email recipient must click on a link that opens a web page
which will be pre-established by Core Impact to launch an attack against the
user's system.

WHAT ELSE?

Target Application List: Select this option if you want to specify an
application to target, then select from the Application drop-down menu. Core
Impact will send the most recent exploit for that application.

6. Click the From: button to select an address that will appear in the header of the
email being sent. Click the To: button to select recipient email addresses from the
Entity Database's Client Side View. Then click Next to continue.
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7. Leave the default settings on the Email Template Selection step. Then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

Core Impactships with several email templates that you can customize when
planning a Client-side test.

WHAT ELSE?

You can import an email that has been exported from Outlook or
Thunderbird and use that as the basis for your email.
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8. Leave the default settings on the End User Experience step. Then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

Core Impact ships with several email templates that are located in
%ProgramData%\IMPACT\components\modules\classic\install\templates.
You can customize these templates to maximize the chance that your users
will take action in the email. Enter the path to the email template and then
click the Change button. The email subject should be one that cause users
to open the email and trust the contents.

WHAT ELSE?

Optionally, select a CSV file or targets' data tags.

9. Leave the default settings on the Client-side Attack Setup step. Then click Finish to
start the Attack step of the RPT.
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WHY?

These options will present additional settings for the RPT.

WHAT ELSE?

l Advanced options include URL Obfuscation and Grab SMB
l HTTP Proxy options will allow you to configure a Proxy server if one is
required for your network access

l Post Exploitation Actions
l Agent Communications Settings

After starting Client-side Attack and Penetration:

Core Impact will send email(s) to the target user(s) you specified in setting up the
attack. If any of the target users opens the email and clicks on the link inside of the
email, their system will be exploited and an agent installed.

After Client-side Attack and Penetration has completed:

If Core Impact has successfully exploited any users' systems, you will be able to
view the agent - and the user's system - in the Network Entity View. You can then
run the Local Information Gathering step of the RPT, which will attempt to use the
installed agent(s) to gather further information from the penetrated system(s).

Client-side Local Information Gathering
The Local Information Gathering step collects information about hosts that have an agent
deployed on them. This macro uses the deployed agent to interact with the compromised
host and gather information such as precise OS information, agent privileges, users and
installed applications.

NOTE:
Before running Local Information Gathering , you should have active agents on one or
more host targets and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Local Information Gathering. Hover over the images
and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Local Information Gathering:
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1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Local Information Gathering to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
3. On the Agent Selection step of the Wizard, click Next to continue.

WHY?

By default, information will be gathered on all connected agents.

WHAT ELSE?

To select one or more specific agents, click the Selected agents radio button

and then click the ellipsis button next to the Selected agents field.
Follow the prompts to select your desired agents.

4. In the Modules to Run window, leave the default selections and click Finish to
continue.
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WHY?

The RPT will attempt to gather information in the provided categories.

WHAT ELSE?

You can manually check/uncheck categories based on your testing
requirements.

After starting Local Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Local Information Gathering has completed:

If additional information has been gathered by the RPT, you will be able to view the
data in the Entity Properties of the target(s). You can then run the Privilege
Escalation step of the RPT, which will attempt to use the gathered data to gain
privileges on the penetrated systems.

Client side Privilege Escalation
The Privilege Escalation step executes local privilege escalation attacks on connected
agents not running as the super user or the administrator. This macro automatically selects
and executes exploits from the Exploits/Local module folder and some modules from the
Exploits/ Tools folder, such as Revert To Self or Chroot Breaker.

NOTE:
Before running Privilege Escalation, you should have active agents on one or more host
targets and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Privilege Escalation. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Client-side Privilege Escalation:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Privilege Escalation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to continue.
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3. On the Agent Selection step of the Wizard, click Next to continue.

WHY?

By default, information will be gathered on all connected agents.

WHAT ELSE?

To select one or more specific agents, click the Selected agents radio button

and then click the ellipsis button next to the Selected agents field.
Follow the prompts to select your desired agents.

4. In the Exploits Selection window, leave the default selections and click Finish to
continue.
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WHY?

For each target host, this macro selects relevant attacks from the
Exploits/Local Module folder based on the target's platform. The default
selections on the Exploit selection screen are intended to minimize the risk
of exploits leaving services unavailable.

WHAT ELSE?

For a more aggressive attack strategy, check or uncheck the appropriate
check-boxes.

After starting Privilege Escalation:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Privilege Escalation has completed:

You may want to run the Local Information Gathering step (again) to obtain more
information from the compromised hosts. If an in-depth penetration test is being
performed (and depending on the target network's topology), it is possible to
change the current source agent and cycle back to the Information Gathering step.

Clean Up
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The Clean Up step automatically uninstalls all currently-connected agent(s) that resulted
from your Client-side penetration testing.

NOTE:
Before running Clean Up, you should have active agents on one or more host targets
and permission to run penetration tests on the system(s).

Below are the basic steps to running Clean Up.

To run Clean Up:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Clean Up to open up the Wizard, then click Finish to continue.

After starting Clean Up:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Clean Up has completed:

Any agents that were installed on target users' systems will be removed.

Client-side Report Generation
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The Client-side Report Generation step allows you to automatically generate robust system
reports by processing information collected about the target systems and the different
penetration tests you have performed.

Below are the basic steps to running Report Generation. Hover over the images and expand
the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Report Generation:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Client-side Report Generation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
3. Select the Report you wish to run, then click Finish to continue.

After Client-side Report Generation has completed:

The report window will open, from which you can view, print, or export the report.

Phishing-based Client-side Tests

Overview

Core Impact makes it easy for you to frequently assess your organization’s susceptibility to
phishing, spear phishing and other social engineering techniques. Core Impact safely
replicates email-based attacks to test end-user awareness and security practices. Phishing
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testing will enable you to learn how many of your users would expose your environment to
attack be measuring how many would click on a link in an unsolicited email they receive.
Coupled with the results of a Client-side workstation Test you can paint a full picture of the
amount of risk that users introduce to the environment.

Getting Started

A Client-side Phishing test is comprised of the following steps - click one to learn more
about how to execute the step:

1. Information Gathering
2. Attack Phase: Phishing
3. Client-side Report Generation

Client-side Information Gathering
Using the Client-side Information Gathering wizard, you can harvest email addresses that
are visible from the Internet or your intranet. Harvesting email addresses from your
registered domain in the Internet gives you a good idea of your end-users' exposure to
identification by external attackers.

Below are the basic steps to running Client-side Information Gathering. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Client-side Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Client-side Information Gathering to open up the Information Gathering

Wizard, then click Next to continue.
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3. Set discovery method to Search engines. Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

The Search Engines setting uses Google or Bing search engines to locate
email addresses in public on-line records. An attacker might use the exact
same method to locate target email addresses.

WHAT ELSE?

l Search in PGP, DNS and WHOIS uses Public Internet Databases to
locate email addresses.

l Crawl Web Site to can search within a specific web site to explore for
email addresses or documents.

l Import from file: Select this option if you have a local file that contains
your target email addresses.

l LinkedIn: Select this option to have CORE Impact search through the
web site LinkedIn to locate users for a specific company. If you select
this option, you can further configure it in a subsequent step of the
wizard.

4. Enter the domain(s) for which you want to discover email addresses. For example, if
you enter company.com, the crawler will search for an record all email addresses it
finds that end in @company.com. Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

For example, if you enter company.com, the crawler will search for and
record all email addresses it finds that end in @company.com.

5. Leave the default settings on the Web Crawling and Search Engines Options step.
Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

These options dictate the scope and depth of the Information Gathering
step.
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WHAT ELSE?

l Set a Max. link depth to crawl to prevent the crawler for navigating too
deeply into a site.

l Set the Max. number of pages the crawler should process to further
limit the reach of the crawler by number of pages.

l Set the Max. web resource download size to limit the crawler by
amount of content (in Kb).

l Set the Max. number of results from Google to process.
l Set the Max. number of results from Bing to process.

6. Leave the default settings on the Client-side Information Gathering Setup step.
Then click Finish to start the Information Gathering step of the RPT.

WHY?

These options will present additional settings for the RPT.

WHAT ELSE?

l Search for metadata inside Microsoft Office and PDF documents:
With this option, Core Impact will scan the metadata of any found
documents and record any pertinent data such as the path the file was
saved to, the original document author, etc.

l HTTP Proxy options will allow you to configure a Proxy server if one is
required for your network access
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After starting Client-side Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of multiple modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After Client-side Information Gathering has completed:

If Core Impact, the Module Output pane will display the step's findings. Click to the
Client Side tab of the Entity View to see the new email addresses that were found
by the module. You can then run the Client-side Attack and Penetration or Client-
side Phishing step of the RPT.

Client-side Phishing
Using the Client-side Phishing wizard, you can execute a Phishing-based test on your email
users.

NOTE:
Before running Client-side Phishing , you should know the email addresses of the users
you want the penetration test to target, and you should have permission to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running Client-side Phishing test. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run a Client-side Phishing test:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Phishing under Attack Phase to open up the Phishing Wizard, then click

Next to continue.
3. Leave the default setting of Web Page Redirect on the Phishing Type Selection step

and enter in the URL where the browser is redirected after the user clicks the link.
Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

This option will simulate the first component of a Phishing attack whereby
users receive an email containing a link and, if users click the link, their
email address will be flagged in the Client Side entity view. This test will
illustrate how careful your user community is when receiving links via email.

WHAT ELSE?

The Web Page Clone option will simulate a complete Phishing attack
whereby users receive an email containing a link and, if users click the link,
they are taken to a false front web page and are prompted to enter sensitive
data (username, password, etc).

4. Click the From: button to select an address that will appear in the header of the
email being sent. Click the To: button to select recipient email addresses from the
Entity Database's Client Side View. Then click Next to continue.
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5. Leave the default settings on the Email Template Selection step. Then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

Core Impact ships with several email templates that you can customize
when planning a Phishing test.

WHAT ELSE?

You can import an email that has been exported from Outlook or
Thunderbird and use that as the basis for your Phishing email.

6. Leave the default settings on the End User Experience step. Then click Next to
continue.
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WHY?

Core Impactships with several email templates that are located in
%ProgramData%\IMPACT\components\modules\classic\install\templates.
You can customize these templates to maximize the chance that your users
will take action in the email. Enter the path to the email template and then
click the Change button. The email subject should be one that cause users
to open the email and trust the contents.

WHAT ELSE?

Optionally, opt to insert an image into the body of the email. With this
method, Core Impact will be able to detect if a recipient of the email opens
the email, which will cause a request for the image. Also, select Obfuscate
URL to mask the URL that will be used in the email.

7. Leave the default settings on the Client-side Phishing Attack Setup step. Then click
Finish to start the Attack step of the RPT.
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WHY?

These options will present additional settings for the RPT.

WHAT ELSE?

l Advanced options include URL Obfuscation and Grab SMB
l HTTP Proxy options will allow you to configure a Proxy server if one is
required for your network access

After starting Client-side Phishing:

Core Impact will send email(s) to the target user(s) you specified in setting up the
attack. If any of the target users opens the email and clicks on the link inside of the
email, Core Impact will record this information.

After Client-side Phishing has completed:

If any users have clicked on the link provided in the attack, this information will be
stored in the Client Side entity view. You can then run Client-side Reports to learn
more.

Client-side Report Generation
The Client-side Report Generation step allows you to automatically generate robust system
reports by processing information collected about the target systems and the different
penetration tests you have performed.

Below are the basic steps to running Report Generation. Hover over the images and expand
the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run Report Generation:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Client-side Report Generation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
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3. Select the Report you wish to run, then click Finish to continue.

After Client-side Report Generation has completed:

The report window will open, from which you can view, print, or export the report.

Client-side Workstation Tests

Overview

In some environments, the aim is to include users in the client-side testing. In others, the
security team must review new versions of standard desktop builds. By automating the
execution of client-side exploits against an end user machine provided to the security tester,
Core Impact can return a list of the exploits that are capable of compromising the target.
This can allow the security team to easily determine the risk(s) that the image or machine
contains.

Getting Started

To execute a Client-side Auto Test, follow the steps outlined here.

Client-side Auto Test
If you have a standard desktop image that you deploy to your desktop users, use the One-
Step Client-side Auto Test to test a single machine with the build and expose it to many
client-side exploits at one time.
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NOTE:
Before running Client-side Auto Test, you should have a single machine that ready to
test, and you should have permission to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running Client-side Auto Test. Hover over the images and
expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run a Client-side Auto Test:

1. Make sure that the Client-side RPT is active.
2. Click on Client-side Auto Test to open up the Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. On the Agent Selection step, click the ellipsis button and choose an agent from

the entity list, then click Ok. Back on the Wizard, click Next to continue.

WHY?

The test needs an agent in order to run on the target host.

WHAT ELSE?

You can choose and configure the Install Agent using SMB option to
manually install an agent as a part of the Auto Test.

4. Leave the default settings on the Auto Test Parameters Selection step. Then click
Finish to start the test.
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WHAT ELSE?

You can select other options for the Auto Test:
l Check the Use Exploits that require user interaction box if you want
the test to use exploits that would require a user to take action in order
for the exploit to succeed.

l Select which applications are to be checked for vulnerabilities:
l Execute all available client-side exploits (Attach and/or Web
Browser exploits).

l Select a specific application to target from the Application drop-
down menu.

After starting Client-side Auto Test:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process.

After Client-side Auto Test has completed:

You can view a list of successful and failed (defended) exploits on the Module
Output tab of the Modules pane. You can then focus on addressing any
vulnerabilities before deploying the desktop image to your user community.
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Web Applications RPT
The Web Applications RPT allows you to target your Web Applications and test for
potentially vulnerably pages.

What kind of WebApps test do you want to perform?

l Risk Assessment
l Vulnerability Scanner Validation

WebApps Risk Assessment Tests

Overview

More and more organizations are moving their services and workflows to web applications.
These web applications could contain vulnerabilities that expose not only that application's
data to risk but the systems around it. It is therefore critical to proactively test your
organization's ability to detect, prevent and respond to web application threats.

Performing a WebApps Risk Assessment test with Core Impact’s RPT enables you to
quickly determine the risk present in your environment and priorities the remediation.

Getting Started

To execute a WebApps Risk Assessment, follow the steps outlined here.

The RPT is divided into the following steps - click one to learn more about how to execute
the step:
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1. WebApps Information Gathering
2. WebApps Attack and Penetration
3. WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration
4. WebApps Local Information Gathering
5. WebApps Report Generation

WebApps Information Gathering
The WebApps Information Gathering scans the domain of a known web-based application
and identifies pages which can subsequently be tested for vulnerabilities.

NOTE:
Before running WebApps Information Gathering, you should know the IP address(es) or
URL(s) of the web application(s) you want the penetration test to target, and you should
have permission to do so.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Information Gathering. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run WebApps Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Information Gathering to open up the Information Gathering

Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. Leave the default option of Create a new Scenario, then enter a Scenario Name.

Then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

A Scenario serves as a context in which you can test a web application and
it will provide clarity to the results of the WebApps modules. You can use
multiple scenarios to test the same web application with varying settings, or
segment a web application and test each part independently in a different
scenario.

WHAT ELSE?

If you already have a Scenario in your entity database, you can choose the
Use an existing scenario option, then click the ellipsis button to select
your Scenario.

4. Leave the default option of Crawl a known web application, then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

You use this option when you know of and want to target specific web
applications in your environment.

WHAT ELSE?

If you do not know of running web applications, or you want to test the
ability of web applications being detected, select the Discover web
applications in hosts running HTTP servers option. Core Impact will scan
known hosts to detect whether there are HTTP servers running on them. If
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there are, Core Impact will target those servers in the WebApps test.

5. Leave the default option of Automatic web crawling, then enter the URL to your web
application. Then click Next to continue.

WHY?

With this option, Core Impact will automatically crawl (navigate) the target
web application and look for pages that might be vulnerable.

WHAT ELSE?

l With the Interactive web crawling option, you set your web browser to
use Core Impact as a proxy and then navigate your web application
manually. As you navigate the web application, Core Impact will
capture each page that you view and add them to the Web View under
the appropriate scenario.

l With the Interactive crawling of a mobile backend option, you set your
mobile device to use Core Impact as a proxy and then use your mobile
app manually. As you use the app, Core Impact will harvest the traffic
and evaluate web services that may be vulnerable.

6. Configure the Proxy Settings that correspond to your environment. Then click Next
to continue.
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WHY?

Core Impact needs to have access to the target web application so, if a
proxy is needed, you will have to configure it accordingly.

7. Leave the default options on the Automatic Crawling Options step, then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

Using these options, you can further control how the test is performed.
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WHAT ELSE?

l Use the Select a browser to impersonate drop-down menu to
determine which browser type and version the WebApps RPT should
run the test as.

l If you want to set a Max. number of pages the crawler should process,
check the box and enter a numeric value.

l Select the Max. depth level to crawl. This value dictates how many
links deep into the web application the RPT will go. Keep in mind that,
even with a low value in this field, there could be many links that the
crawler will follow.

l If you want the RPT to not venture outside of the domain you entered in
step 1, check the Restrict crawling to starting page domain check-box.
If you check this option, you can then enter specific domains other
than the starting page domain that are open to the RPT.

l Check Detect web server and application framework if you want the
RPT to try and discover structural details about the web application.

8. Leave the default options on the Automatic Crawling Options (Cont.) step, then click
Next.

WHY?

Using these options, you can further control how the test is performed.
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WHAT ELSE?

l Check Evaluate JavaScript code included in web site if you want Core
Impact to evaluate JavaScript code for known vulnerabilities.

l Check Follow links in robots.txt files in web site if you would like Core
Impact to try and locate a robots.txt file that may exist in the root of
the target web application's web server. Oftentimes, web application
administrators will use a robots.txt file to instruct search engines and
other web robots to not search certain pages. If the Core Impact web
crawler locates the robots.txt file, it can follow the links listed in the file
and try to locate further vulnerabilities. Note that this setting will
respect the Restrict crawling to starting page domain option.

l The Send forms found in web pages option will instruct the crawler to
try and submit any forms that it finds in the web application. With this
option, pages that are available only after the form is submitted can be
accessed and lead to potential vulnerabilities. The crawler can Send
with default values - use whatever default values are assigned to the
field(s) or it can Send with auto-generated data.

l Use the Link parsing module field to assign a module to handle
dynamic hyperlinks within the web application. This is an advanced
feature that requires users to create the custom module.

l If you want the web crawler to log in to the web application, check the
Use session management in your website check-box.

9. Leave the default options on the Web Services Discovery Options step, then click
Finish to start the test.

WHY?

Using these options, you can opt for the RPT to look for any SOAP-based
web services.
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WHAT ELSE?

l Search for SOAP web services definitions: Check this option if you
want the RPT to look SOAP-based web services. Core Impact will look
for links to .wsdl files. If any are found, they will be parsed and Core
Impact will capture the details of the target web service in the entity
database.

l Append '?wsdl' to every found URL: It is possible that a web
application will use a SOAP-based web service but not have an explicit
link to a .wsdl file within its pages. Select this option if you want Core
Impact to automatically append any found link with the '?wsdl'
extension. Keep in mind that this will double all of the requests made
by Core Impact and will cause the Information Gathering step to run
longer.

l How method parameters values should be filled: Select an option for
determining values that the target web service may request.

l Complete with default values: For any functions provided by the
web service, Core Impact will select the single most likely value
to satisfy each function.

l Complete with autogenerated data: For any functions provided by
the web service, Core Impact will select multiple likely values for
each function.

l Define the authentication method for SOAP operations:
l Use the same as for crawling web pages: Use this option if the
SOAP operations will not require authentication, or if
authentication is required but you have already entered it for use
in Web Crawling.

l Use SOAP WS-Security: Manually enter a Username and
Password for Core Impact to use to satisfy the SOAP WS-
Security.

After starting WebApps Information Gathering:

l You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the
process - each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to
complete the overall process.

l If your target web application has been successfully found by Core Impact, a
list of web pages from the application will be listed in the Web view of the
Entity database (under the associated Scenario). You can then run the
WebApps Attack and Penetration step of the RPT, which will attempt to
identify potential vulnerabilities in the found pages.
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WebApps Attack and Penetration
The WebApps Attack and Penetration scans web pages found during WebApps Information
Gathering and identifies pages that may be vulnerable to potential attacks.

NOTE:
Before running WebApps Attack and Penetration, you should have already identified one
or more web pages from web application. The pages will be listed in the Web view of
the entity database under the associated Scenario.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Attack and Penetration. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run WebApps Attack and Penetration:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Attack and Penetration to open up the Attack and Penetration

Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. On the Target Selection step, click the ellipsis button and select the web page

(s) or Scenarios that you want to test for vulnerabilities. Click Ok, then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

WebApps Attack and Penetration step can detect whether those pages will
be vulnerable to a number of different attack types.
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4. Leave the default selections on the Risk Types step, then click Next to continue.

WHY?

Core Impact provides test capabilities that correspond to the OWASP Top 10
vulnerabilities for web applications.

WHAT ELSE?

Select the test categories you wish to run against your web pages. Each
option will add configuration steps in the Wizard.

5. Leave the default selections on the Risk Types (contd) step, then click Next to
continue.
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WHY?

Core Impact provides test capabilities that correspond to the OWASP Top 10
vulnerabilities for web applications.

WHAT ELSE?

Select the test categories you wish to run against your web pages. Each
option will add configuration steps in the Wizard.

6. Leave the default selections on the Risk Types (contd) step, then click Next to
continue.

WHY?

In addition to the OWASP Top 10 categories, Core Impact can Look for
PHP remote local file inclusion vulnerabilities in your web apps as well as
Invalid redirects or lookups and Hidden/Backup pages.

WHAT ELSE?

Check the Execute exploits for known vulnerabilities option if you want
Core Impact to attempt to execute exploits as a part of the test.

7. Leave the default options on the SQL Injection tests configuration step, then click
Next to continue.
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WHY?

Because the A1 - Injection option was selected as a Risk Type, the test
requires additional setup. SQL Injection tests can be performed for Request
parameters or Request cookies.

WHAT ELSE?

The WebApps Attack and Penetration step can exert varying levels of testing
on the web page's parameters. Select the depth of the test using the drop-
down menu:

l FAST: quickly runs the most common tests
l NORMAL: runs the tests that are in the FAST plus some additional
tests

l FULL: runs all tests
If you know in advance how the target web application's error pages will
appear - what text will be in the body or the header - check the Use custom
error page detection check-box. This will require additional configurations in
the Wizard.

8. Depending on which Risk Type(s) were selected in the wizard, you will see additional
steps to configure options. When you've reached the final wizard page, click Finish
to start the test.
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After starting WebApps Attack and Penetration:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After WebApps Attack and Penetration has completed:

If any target web pages have potential vulnerabilities, you will see WebApps agents
under the page(s) in the Web view of the Entity database. You can view pages under
the corresponding risk category or under the Scenario itself.

If you opted to search for SQLi or PHP-RFI, you can then run the WebApps Local
Information Gathering step of the RPT.

If you opted to search for Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities in the WebApps Attack
and Penetration step, then you can run the WebApps Browser Attack and
Penetration step to attempt to exploit any vulnerable web pages.

WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration
If you opted to search for Cross Site Scripting vulnerabilities in the WebApps Attack and
Penetration step, then you can run the WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration step to
exploit any vulnerable web pages. This RPT step will send to your list of recipients an email
with a link that will simulate a XSS attack.
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NOTE:
Before running WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration, you should have already
identified one or more web pages from web application that have XSS agents attached
to them. The pages will be listed in the Web view of the entity database under the
associated Scenario.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration. Hover over
the images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each
step.

To run WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration to open up the Attack and

Penetration Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. On the Email Target Selection step, click the From: button to select an address that

will appear in the header of the email being sent. Click the To: button to select
recipient email addresses from the Entity Database's Client Side View. Then click
Next to continue.

WHY?

This RPT will email the users in the To: field. The email will appear to come
from the user in the From: field.
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4. Click the ellipsis button next to the Select a XSS Agent to leverage field and select a
XSS agent from the Entity database. Click Ok, then click Next to continue with the
Wizard.

WHY?

Core Impact will send an email to targeted users and provide a link which,
when clicked, will exploit the XSS vulnerability.

WHAT ELSE?

Core Impact ships with several email templates that are located in
%ProgramData%\IMPACT\components\modules\classic\install\templates.
You can customize these templates to maximize the chance that your users
will take action in the email. Enter the path to the email template and then
click the Change button. The email subject should be one that cause users
to open the email and trust the contents.

5. Enter details for your SMTP Server and SMTP Port, then click Finish to start the test.
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WHY?

Core Impact will send an email to targeted users and therefor needs access
to a functioning SMTP server.

After starting WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process. A Web Server module will also start. This web server will deliver the
simulated attack to the users when they click the link in the email they received
from the RPT.

After WebApps Browser Attack and Penetration has completed:

If any targeted users click on the link contained in the email, an agent will be
installed on their system. At this point, you have successfully exploited a
XSS vulnerability in your web application. You can also take the test another step by
performing Local Information Gathering on any user machines that now have an
agent installed.

WebApps Local Information Gathering
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The WebApps Local Information Gathering RPT step performs information gathering using
SQLi and PHP-RFI Agents that are already in your entity database. For both SQLi and PHP-
RFI Agents, the RPT will run the following modules:

l Get Databases Version
l Get Databases Logins
l Get Databases Schema
l Check for Sensitive Information

For PHP-RFI Agents only, the RPT will also run the module Get Local Path of web page
using RFI Agent (PHP).

NOTE:
Before running WebApps Local Information Gathering, you should have SQLi or PHP-RFI
agents already attached to web pages in your entity database.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Local Information Gathering. Hover over the
images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run WebApps Local Information Gathering:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Local Information Gathering to open up the Information

Gathering Wizard, then click Next to continue.
3. On the Scenario Selection step, click the ellipsis button and select the Scenario

(s) for which you want to do Local Information Gathering. Click Ok, then click Finish
to start the test.
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WHY?

A Scenario serves as a context in which you can test a web application and
it will provide clarity to the results of the WebApps modules. You can use
multiple scenarios to test the same web application with varying settings, or
segment a web application and test each part independently in a different
scenario.

After starting WebApps Local Information Gathering:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After WebApps Local Information Gathering has completed:

If your target web pages have been successfully exploited by Core Impact, details
about the web application's underlying database server will be added to the
appropriate category in the Identities folder of the Entity database. At this point,
your WebApps Local Information gathering has successfully used SQLi or PHP-RFI
vulnerabilities in the web application and exposed potentially sensitive and
exploitable data in the application's data storage.

WebApps Report Generation
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The WebApps Report Generation step allows you to automatically generate robust system
reports by processing information collected about the target systems and the different
penetration tests you have performed.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Report Generation. Hover over the images
and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each step.

To run WebApps Report Generation:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Report Generation to open up the Wizard, then click Next to

continue.
3. Select the Report you wish to run, then click Finish to continue.

After WebApps Report Generation has completed:

The report window will open, from which you can view, print, or export the report.

WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validation

Overview

A vulnerability management strategy typically involves multiple steps:
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1. Scanning the target web application
2. Identifying which potential vulnerability poses a true risk to the environment
3. Determining the scope of that risk
4. Prioritizing the remediation efforts
5. Re-testing to ensure the remediation was effective

Using Core Impact you can import the results of a web application vulnerability scan and
determine which potential threats can be leveraged to expose true risk to data and system
integrity via the web application.

Getting Started

To execute a WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validation, follow the steps outlined here.

WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator
If you use a third-party tool to run vulnerability scans against your existing web applications,
you can feed the output from that tool into Core Impact's WebApps Vulnerability Scanner
Validator. Core Impact will evaluate the scan's output and determine whether each
vulnerability can be exploited, providing you with a prioritized validation of your system's
weaknesses.

NOTE:
Before running WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator, you will need to have the
output file from a supported third-party vulnerability scanner. A list of supported
scanners is shown as you begin the test.

Below are the basic steps to running WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator. Hover over
the images and expand the WHY? and WHAT ELSE? sections to learn more about each
step.

To run the WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator:

1. Make sure that the WebApps RPT is active.
2. Click on WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator to open up the Wizard, then click

Next to continue.
3. On the Source Application step, use the drop-down menu to select the third-party

scanner from which you got your results. Then click Next to continue.
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4. Next to the File to import field, click the ellipsis button and locate/select the

output file from the third-party scanner. Then click Next to continue.

5. Leave the default selection on the Session Restore step, then click Next to continue.
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WHY?

Core Impact can attempt to reestablish a connection to the target web
application. Selecting No session restore will prevent Core Impact from
attempting to log into the target web application.

WHAT ELSE?

l Interactive session restore: With this option, you set your web browser
to use Core Impact as a proxy and then authenticate in your web
application. Core Impact will then use the resulting session to validate
the vulnerability scanner information.

l Automatic session restore: With this option, you define the credentials
Core Impact should use in authenticating in your web application.

6. Configure the Proxy Settings that correspond to your environment. Then click Finish
to start the test.
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WHY?

Core Impact needs to have access to the target web application so, if a
proxy is needed, you will have to configure it accordingly.

After starting the WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator:

You can view the Modules panel and see the progress of each step in the process -
each RPT step is made up of many modules that will run to complete the overall
process.

After the WebApps Vulnerability Scanner Validator has completed:

Any target web pages that have potential vulnerabilities will be listed under Web
view of the Entity database. You can view pages under the corresponding risk
category or under the Scenario itself.

Contacting Fortra
Please contact Fortra for questions or to receive information about Core Impact. You can
contact us to receive technical bulletins, updates, program fixes, and other information via
electronic mail, Internet, or fax.

Fortra Portal
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For additional resources, or to contact Technical Support, visit the Fortra Community Portal
at https://community.fortra.com.

For support issues, please provide the following:

l Check this guide's table of contents and index for information that addresses your
concern.

l Gather and organize as much information as possible about the problem including
job/error logs, screen shots or anything else to document the issue.
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